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lowing [18, 19] we see that the GW strain amplitude
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Since the strain is inversely proportional to the standard
siren luminosity distance, one has1
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This is a quite general expression for Horndeski gravity
and some other theories. Note in particular that the pho-
ton luminosity distance is simply dGR

L so a comparison of
the GW standard siren distance and the photon standard
candle distance gives a simple test of gravity. Thus one
can in principle measure the evolution of M"(a); the run-
ning !M would require a derivative of noisy data. For No
Slip Gravity we have the further simplification that

dL,GW (a) = dGR
L (a)

#

Gmatter(a)

Gmatter(a = 1)

$1/2

, (27)

and one could compare the modified gravity derived from
GW in the tensor sector to that from growth of structure
in the scalar sector.
Returning to growth observables, galaxy redshift sur-

veys already have a slew of measurements of the growth
rate quantity f"8. Figure 3 compares the predictions
of No Slip Gravity, where we use the exact solution of
growth, with the cosmic expansion fixed to the best fit
Planck cosmology (i.e. flat !CDM with "m = 0.31), to
a compendium of current observations.
The fits of the two representative models of No Slip

Gravity, employing a motivated functional form for
M2

" (a) and !M (a) respectively, are quite good. Recall
they have the same expansion history as the Planck cos-
mology, and so will fit distance data as well as the concor-
dance, general relativity cosmology. They provide better
fits to the growth rate data coming from redshift space
distortion measurements, however. We find that current
observations are well fit by the M2

" model with µ = 0.1
or the !M model with A = 0.03, both with transition
time at = 0.5 and # = 1.5.
We can further highlight the deviation from general rel-

ativity by employing the conjoined expansion and growth
history visualization of [26]. Figure 4 illustrates that the
modification of gravity is distinct from a change in the
background cosmological model. Recall that for the No
Slip Gravity models we adopted the Planck cosmology
of flat !CDM with "m = 0.31, but we see the modified
gravity conjoined growth-expansion history in terms of

1 During the late stages of this work, [20] appeared with an equiv-
alent expression.

FIG. 3. Current measurements of the cosmic structure
growth rate f!8 are compared with the general relativity pre-
diction for the Planck cosmology (!m = 0.31; solid black
curve) and the No Slip Gravity models of M! (dashed blue)
and "M (dot dashed red) functions. The data points come
from 6dFGRS (6; [21]), GAMA (G; [22]), BOSS (B; [23]),
WiggleZ (W; [24]), and VIPERS (V; [25]).

f"8 vs H does not lie along the general relativity curves.
While one can change the background to match the mod-
ified gravity prediction over a narrow range of redshifts,
the modified gravity model has its own characteristic be-
havior.

Next we consider the leverage of next generation obser-
vations, such as from the Dark Energy Spectroscopic In-
strument (DESI [27]), with percent level measurements of
f"8 to test gravitation theory. We carry out a Fisher in-
formation analysis following the approach of [28] in test-
ing early modified gravity. The data is taken to be future
measurements of f"8 in 18 redshift bins over z = 0.05–
1.85 as projected by [27]. Only linear modes are used,
out to kmax = 0.1 h/Mpc. We include a Gaussian prior
on the matter density "m of 0.01 to represent external
data such as Planck CMB measurements.

For the gravity model we take the fit parameters as
exhibited in Fig. 3, for the two cases. In each case we fix
at = 0.5 as a reasonable transition time and # = 1.5 as
the maximum allowed rapidity. Constraints weaken for
early or late transitions, and slow ones, due to param-
eter degeneracies so we present an optimistic scenario
for searching for modifications to gravity. We fit for the
matter density and amplitude of the deviation from gen-
eral relativity, either µ in the M2

" model or A in the !M

model. Both correspond to the maximum deviation over
time of the functions from the general relativity limit.
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FIG. 1. Constraints at 1! on dark energy w0 and
wa, and their joint figure of merit (FOM), are

plotted vs central redshift for experiments con-
sisting of five measurements of redshift drift at
1% precision. CMB constraints are included in

(only) the FOMCMB curve; note it is shown di-
vided by 1000 (i.e. the maximum is 1400), rather
than 100 like the FOM curve without CMB.

this is independent of all other Stage 4 dark energy experiments such as LSST and DESI,
o!ering not only a factor of 3 gain over them in isolation, and an independent crosscheck,
but further gains from combination of all data together. Furthermore note that the emission
line galaxies to be targeted are useful in themselves to the DESI and LSST surveys. Even
diluting to a 5% redshift drift precision provides a roughly equal crosscheck to a Stage 4
experiment. Moreover, an improved measurement of the Hubble constant to 1.4% precision
can increase the FOM to 2300, showing further synergy in 2020s science goals.

By contrast, surveys aiming at z > 2 are near pessimal. They are aiming at simple
detection, but have little leverage on dark energy at such high redshift. This is the strategy
followed by the CODEX spectrograph proposed for the European Extremely Large Telescope
(EELT). By using many Lyman-! lines in quasar absorption spectra they hope to reduce the
requirements on measurement precision. However, this drives them to very high resolution
(R > 120, 000) and a poor redshift range, as well as laying them open to astrophysical
systematics from gas velocities and varying ionizing radiation field.

Thus the optimal low redshift range is ripe for US endeavors. Again, this is optimal not
only for dark energy properties but in testing the FLRW framework against, e.g. void models
or inhomogeneous universes such as Lemâıtre-Tolman-Bondi or Szekeres models that give
the mirage of acceleration without true dynamics.

A further breakthrough involves the use of emission line surveys focusing on the forbidden
OII doublet. While redshift (and redshift drift) a!ects the frequency of a line, it equally
a!ects the spacing between lines. Thus we can turn an absolute measurement into a di!er-
ential measurement of the spacing between well known doublet lines whose properties are
determined by atomic physics. Emission line surveys using OII are standard workhorses of
cosmology, used in the BOSS, eBOSS, and DESI surveys, and need only spectrographs of
modest resolution R ! 5000.

Galaxies have spatial structure with internal dynamics. Integral Field Unit (IFU) spec-
troscopy can provide spatial resolution, not only to distinguish between bulk and internal
velocity evolution, but also to take advantage of the multiple spatially-resolved measure-
ments of a line, each of which is narrower than the line when spatially-unresolved.
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Two Windows

Two windows to test the cosmological framework:  

• Gravitational waves
• Large Scale Structure

GW distances probe cosmology, but it’ll be a while 
until they reach the precision of current probes. 

GW are great at probing “spacetime friction”. 
This is like the Hubble friction H(z) that acts on LSS 
growth, but arises from changing gravitational 
strength, specifically MPl(z). 
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DGW vs DEM

Spacetime friction damps the GW amplitude, 
changing the inferred distance h ~ DGW

-1. 

Horndeski αM = d ln MPl /d ln a (running of Planck 
mass) damps h, so changes the inferred DGW. 

Is gravity the same at all cosmic times?
If not, then DGW(z) ≠ DEM(z).

2

scalar-tensor models.
One generically expects that if there is such a confor-

mal coupling of gravity, the model must feature screen-
ing so that precision tests of gravity do not already rule
it out. This screening mechanism would act as to sup-
press the Solar-System value of –M , which is essentially
the rate of change per Hubble time of the gravitational
constant, compared to that in the wider cosmology. The
present and local value of |–M | can indeed be constrained
to be less than 0.01÷0.03 in the laboratory and in the So-
lar System (see for instance a recent summary of results
and a positive detection in [24]). A cosmological con-
straint from Big-Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) is also a
stringent one, |GBBN/G0 ≠ 1| . 0.2 [25]. The Planck
constraint on the variation of the mass of the electron,
�me/me . 0.01 [26] can, in these gravity theories, be
re-interpreted as the variation of the Planck mass. As
will be shown in the following, the completely indepen-
dent test we propose here can reach similar or even better
sensitivity.

The idea of using GWs to test –M and –T was put for-
ward for the first time in [27], where it was shown that B-
modes created by primordial GWs in the polarized Cos-
mic Microwave Background (CMB) sky can in principle
constrain both quantities. The Planck’s CMB analysis
[28] produced, for some classes of functional parametriza-
tion of –M (t), errors around 0.05 at 95% confidence level
for the present value of –M . These errors, however, de-
pend on the assumption of a standard cosmological model
and, in particular, of a �CDM background. Therefore,
these are tests of structure formation for particular mod-
ified gravity models, rather than direct tests of generic
modifications of gravity.

In contrast, we shall emphasise that the method we
propose here is independent of the underlying cosmolog-
ical model and of the precise model of modified gravity.
Another advantage with respect to CMB or BBN con-
straints is that one can in principle map the evolution of
–M in an extended redshift range from today to z ¥ 8.

GW PROPAGATION

We consider a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
(FRW) spacetime with scale factor a and conformal Hub-
ble function H. As it has been shown in [2], in such
a cosmological background the GW amplitude h in any
modified gravity theory which does not give gravitons a
mass, obeys the equation

ḧ + (2 + –M )Hḣ + c2
T k2h = 0, (1)

where the dot stands for a derivative with respect to con-
formal time, cT is the speed of GWs, and

–M = H
≠1 d ln M2

ú
dt

(2)

expresses the time variation of the time-dependent e�ec-
tive Planck mass Mú (see [13]). M2

ú is defined as the
normalization of the kinetic term for the metric fluctua-
tions h in the action for perturbations. For example, in
the simple case of a Brans-Dicke gravity with parameter
Ê, one finds –M = 1/(1 + Ê).

The GW event reported in Ref. [1] has shown that
cT = 1 with extreme precision, at least for the present
Universe. Here we would like to investigate the observ-
able e�ects of –M on the GW signal, remembering that,
fixing –M , –T , as already mentioned, amounts to com-
pletely fixing the non-minimal scalar-tensor interaction.

Let us define the field v © Múah. This quantity obeys
the equation of motion

v̈ + k2v ≠ µ2v = 0, (3)

with tachyonic mass µ of order H, and given by 4µ2
©

(2+–M )2
H

2+2(2+–M )Ḣ+4–̇M H. So, provided that the
wavelength of the GW is subhorizon, k ∫ H, v evolves
according to the standard wave equation, v̈+k2v = 0, i.e.
subhorizon GWs in the Jordan frame evolve according to

h = haei(kx≠Êt) , haaMú = const, (4)

where ha is the wave’s amplitude. This result implies
that ha is sensitive only to the ratio of the e�ective Planck
mass and scale factors at emission and observation.

In GR, the GW amplitude can be related to the lumi-
nosity distance dL of the source from the observer – the
potential evolution of Mú is the only modification here,
so that

ha =
3

Mú,em
Mú,obs

4
◊ hs , (5)

where hs is the standard amplitude expression that, for
merging binaries, can be approximated as (see e.g. equa-
tion (4.189) of [29])

hs = 4
dL

3
GMc

c2

45/3 3
fifGW

c

42/3
, (6)

with Mc the so-called chirp mass and fGW the GW fre-
quency measured by the observer.

The observable signal in the two polarizations h+, h◊
is finally obtained by multiplying h by sinusoidal oscilla-
tions and by the factors cos i (for the ◊ polarization) and
the (1+cos2 i)/2 (for the + polarization) that depend on
the inclination i of the binary orbit with respect to the
line of sight.

As a concrete example, in the rest of this paper we
assume for simplicity that –M is constant in the region
of observability (i.e. for z Æ 2 roughly). Then we have
that,

Mú ≥ a
–M

2 , (7)

Nishizawa 1710.04825, Arai & Nishizawa 1711.03776, Belgacem+ 1712.08108, Amendola+ 1712.08623, Linder 1801.01503
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Gravitational Waves and Cosmic Growth

But MPl(z) also affects growth, so 
GW distance tied to growth!

If we detect, e.g., a suppression in growth, then this 
can be checked vs GW distances different than GR.4

lowing [18, 19] we see that the GW strain amplitude
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Since the strain is inversely proportional to the standard
siren luminosity distance, one has1
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This is a quite general expression for Horndeski gravity
and some other theories. Note in particular that the pho-
ton luminosity distance is simply dGR

L so a comparison of
the GW standard siren distance and the photon standard
candle distance gives a simple test of gravity. Thus one
can in principle measure the evolution of M"(a); the run-
ning !M would require a derivative of noisy data. For No
Slip Gravity we have the further simplification that

dL,GW (a) = dGR
L (a)

#

Gmatter(a)

Gmatter(a = 1)

$1/2

, (27)

and one could compare the modified gravity derived from
GW in the tensor sector to that from growth of structure
in the scalar sector.
Returning to growth observables, galaxy redshift sur-

veys already have a slew of measurements of the growth
rate quantity f"8. Figure 3 compares the predictions
of No Slip Gravity, where we use the exact solution of
growth, with the cosmic expansion fixed to the best fit
Planck cosmology (i.e. flat !CDM with "m = 0.31), to
a compendium of current observations.
The fits of the two representative models of No Slip

Gravity, employing a motivated functional form for
M2

" (a) and !M (a) respectively, are quite good. Recall
they have the same expansion history as the Planck cos-
mology, and so will fit distance data as well as the concor-
dance, general relativity cosmology. They provide better
fits to the growth rate data coming from redshift space
distortion measurements, however. We find that current
observations are well fit by the M2

" model with µ = 0.1
or the !M model with A = 0.03, both with transition
time at = 0.5 and # = 1.5.
We can further highlight the deviation from general rel-

ativity by employing the conjoined expansion and growth
history visualization of [26]. Figure 4 illustrates that the
modification of gravity is distinct from a change in the
background cosmological model. Recall that for the No
Slip Gravity models we adopted the Planck cosmology
of flat !CDM with "m = 0.31, but we see the modified
gravity conjoined growth-expansion history in terms of

1 During the late stages of this work, [20] appeared with an equiv-
alent expression.

FIG. 3. Current measurements of the cosmic structure
growth rate f!8 are compared with the general relativity pre-
diction for the Planck cosmology (!m = 0.31; solid black
curve) and the No Slip Gravity models of M! (dashed blue)
and "M (dot dashed red) functions. The data points come
from 6dFGRS (6; [21]), GAMA (G; [22]), BOSS (B; [23]),
WiggleZ (W; [24]), and VIPERS (V; [25]).

f"8 vs H does not lie along the general relativity curves.
While one can change the background to match the mod-
ified gravity prediction over a narrow range of redshifts,
the modified gravity model has its own characteristic be-
havior.

Next we consider the leverage of next generation obser-
vations, such as from the Dark Energy Spectroscopic In-
strument (DESI [27]), with percent level measurements of
f"8 to test gravitation theory. We carry out a Fisher in-
formation analysis following the approach of [28] in test-
ing early modified gravity. The data is taken to be future
measurements of f"8 in 18 redshift bins over z = 0.05–
1.85 as projected by [27]. Only linear modes are used,
out to kmax = 0.1 h/Mpc. We include a Gaussian prior
on the matter density "m of 0.01 to represent external
data such as Planck CMB measurements.

For the gravity model we take the fit parameters as
exhibited in Fig. 3, for the two cases. In each case we fix
at = 0.5 as a reasonable transition time and # = 1.5 as
the maximum allowed rapidity. Constraints weaken for
early or late transitions, and slow ones, due to param-
eter degeneracies so we present an optimistic scenario
for searching for modifications to gravity. We fit for the
matter density and amplitude of the deviation from gen-
eral relativity, either µ in the M2

" model or A in the !M

model. Both correspond to the maximum deviation over
time of the functions from the general relativity limit.

Example: No Slip Gravity         
(1 free function) fits growth from 
redshift space distortions 
better than GR.  
It predicts ~5% deviation in GW 
distances.

Galaxy surveys have deep complementarity 
with GW and CMB surveys. 

Linder 1801.01503
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Growth and GW together

Important crosscheck: a deviation from GR in one 
predicts a specific deviation in the other (and 
systematics are different).

5

We can plug this back into Eq. (5) to obtain

Glight =
!B + !M (1 + µ)

!B + 2!M
. (18)

Again note that one must solve the di!erential equation
to obtain !B(!M ). The early universe limit is Glight ! 1
so µ ! 1, !M ! 0, !B ! 0. The de Sitter limit is
Glight ! 1 with !B ! 2(1 "m2

p/M
2
!,dS), as in the Only

Growth Gravity case, and again the di!erential equation
is straightforward to solve.
Only Light Gravity is more di"cult, however, in that

the denominator of Glight involves !B + 2!M and this
is exactly the prefactor in the !!

B equation. This means
that if at some point in the evolution of !B it reaches
or crosses "2!M , as the dynamical equation motivates,
then the gravitational strength diverges. We have not
been able to find cases yet where this does not occur
(e.g. trying the hill form for !M , or power law times
Gaussians), though we also have not found a proof there
is no nondivergent solution.

IV. OBSERVATIONAL FUNCTIONS

These modified gravity theories are highly predictive
(in the linear regime at least). With the expressions for
Gmatter, Glight, and M2

! one can calculate observables in
growth and light propagation. Furthermore, [22] identi-
fied a clear link between predictions for cosmic growth
and for gravitational wave propagation. Basically, devia-
tions in cosmic growth predict deviations in gravitational
waves and vice versa.
This allows an important test for modified gravity – if

a signature is seen in growth of large scale structure, it
could be seen as well in the luminosity distances of gravi-
tational wave standard sirens vs standard candles. Such a
crosscheck is a valuable systematics test; while one might
find other cosmological model parameters or astrophysi-
cal uncertainties that could change growth and, say, the
CMB or lensing dynamics in a way that mimics modified
gravity (e.g. neutrinos or selection e!ects), such common
systematics are much less likely with a gravitational wave
comparison.
Therefore in this section we not only look at the obser-

vational e!ects on large scale structure growth through
the growth rate f"8, but also their connection to obser-
vational e!ects on gravitational wave propagation. Re-
call that luminosity distances for photon sources, such as
supernovae, only depend on the background expansion,
which we are holding fixed when we change gravity from
general relativity. However gravitational wave propaga-
tion is sensitive to the Planck mass running [22, 30–37],
and so

dL,GW(a)

dL,"(a)
=

!

M2
! (a = 1)

M2
! (a)

"1/2

. (19)

Figure 4 shows the prediction for both probes for No
Slip Gravity. We see the characteristic suppression of

FIG. 4. Deviations from general relativity in the cosmic
growth and gravitational wave distance predictions are con-
nected, and serve as a valuable crosscheck. Here the relations
are shown for dMG

L,GW/dGR
L !1 and f!MG

8 /f!GR
8 !1 for No Slip

Gravity, with model parameters cM = 0.03, at = 0.5, " = 1.5.
Deviations will scale linearly with cM .

growth, at the 3–5% level, relative to general relativity,
over the currently measured range of redshifts using red-
shift space distortions as in Fig. 3 of [22]. But in addition
we plot the deviation in luminosity distance to gravita-
tional wave standard sirens relative to photon luminosity
distances, e.g. from standardized candles such as Type Ia
supernovae. At redshift z = 1 this model predicts a 1%
deviation in dL, concomitant with a 3% deviation in f"8.
As measurements move to higher redshift, say z = 2, the
deviations become 1.6% in dL and 2% in f"8. The num-
bers given are for cM = 0.03 and will scale linearly with
cM . The key point is that the gravity model predicts
exactly how they should be related at all redshifts, al-
lowing for leverage by combining several low signal to
noise measurements.

Figure 5 shows the growth and gravitational wave
quantities for Only Run Gravity. Here, the deviation of
the growth from general relativity is partially canceled
because the gravitational strength Gmatter is enhanced
at high redshift, but suppressed at low redshift, as seen
in Fig. 2. This increases f"8 relative to general relativity
for a ! 0.5 but decreases it for a " 0.5. That allows
higher values of Planck mass running amplitude cM to
be viable for growth observations. However, the hiding
of the deviation in growth due to the cancellation does
not hold for the gravitational wave luminosity distance,
which sees simply the enhancement of M2

! relative to m2
p.

Thus the two observational probes work extremely well

6

FIG. 5. As Fig. 4 but for Only Run Gravity, with model
parameters cM = 0.1, at = 0.5, ! = 1.5. Relatively large
values of cM still give viable results for growth, allowing for
strong e!ects on gravitational waves.

together.
Figure 6 shows the growth and gravitational wave

quantities for Only Growth Gravity. This has a third, dis-
tinct behavior for the relation between growth and grav-
itational waves. Due to the rapid suppression of Gmatter

at early times, the growth gets o! to a slow start, and
the continued weakness of gravity does not allow it to
recover, giving a strongly suppressed growth rate in the
observational epoch. This requires a small value of cM
for viability, which substantially reduces the signature
of deviation in gravitational waves. However this does
mean that cosmic growth measurements can probe much
smaller cM values than the other models discussed.
Thus we have seen that cosmic growth rate measure-

ments through redshift space distortions and gravita-
tional wave luminosity distance measurements through
standard sirens have great complementarity. The three
models we discussed in this section have distinct signa-
tures in each, with predictions for their respective red-
shift dependences. Measurements through both probes
could not only test general relativity but distinguish be-
tween these classes of gravity models: No Slip Grav-
ity gives discernible deviations in each, Only Run Grav-
ity has a larger e!ect on gravitational waves, and Only
Growth Gravity has a larger e!ect on the cosmic growth
rate. (And of course Only Light Gravity has no e!ect on
growth, only on gravitational waves, while No Run Grav-
ity has no e!ect on gravitational waves, but enhances
growth.)
We demonstrate the clear leverage for distinguishing

FIG. 6. As Fig. 4 but for Only Growth Gravity, with model
parameters cM = 0.01, at = 0.5, ! = 1. Note that the
early time, and sustained, weakening of Gmatter as seen in
Fig. 3 have a strong e!ect to suppress growth. This indicates
that even small values of cM can have an observable e!ect
on growth, though then the e!ect on gravitational waves be-
comes negligible.

the classes of gravity by defining a new statistic,

DG(a) =
dMG
L,GW/dGR

L

f!MG
8 /f!GR

8

. (20)

In general relativity this is simply a constant with value
unity for all a. However each of the classes of modified
gravity we discussed will not only show in the DG statis-
tic deviations from unity (testing general relativity), but
have a distinct shape with redshift. While scaling cM
will change the amplitude, it will not mix the shapes.
Figure 7 illustrates that indeed the di!erent models are
highly distinct in the DG statistic.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We assessed in a systematic way limits of modified
gravity in terms of property functions and observational
functions, including introducing three new classes of
modified gravity. Such limits are simpler than the full
freedom of gravity theories but are more predictive, and
display clear signatures that observations can use to test
general relativity and distinguish between theory classes.
For the three new theories – Only Run Gravity, Only

Growth Gravity, and Only Light Gravity – we compute
the key functions of the gravitational strengths for cosmic
growth and for light deflection, Gmatter and Glight, and
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FIG. 5. As Fig. 4 but for Only Run Gravity, with model
parameters cM = 0.1, at = 0.5, ! = 1.5. Relatively large
values of cM still give viable results for growth, allowing for
strong e!ects on gravitational waves.

together.
Figure 6 shows the growth and gravitational wave

quantities for Only Growth Gravity. This has a third, dis-
tinct behavior for the relation between growth and grav-
itational waves. Due to the rapid suppression of Gmatter

at early times, the growth gets o! to a slow start, and
the continued weakness of gravity does not allow it to
recover, giving a strongly suppressed growth rate in the
observational epoch. This requires a small value of cM
for viability, which substantially reduces the signature
of deviation in gravitational waves. However this does
mean that cosmic growth measurements can probe much
smaller cM values than the other models discussed.
Thus we have seen that cosmic growth rate measure-

ments through redshift space distortions and gravita-
tional wave luminosity distance measurements through
standard sirens have great complementarity. The three
models we discussed in this section have distinct signa-
tures in each, with predictions for their respective red-
shift dependences. Measurements through both probes
could not only test general relativity but distinguish be-
tween these classes of gravity models: No Slip Grav-
ity gives discernible deviations in each, Only Run Grav-
ity has a larger e!ect on gravitational waves, and Only
Growth Gravity has a larger e!ect on the cosmic growth
rate. (And of course Only Light Gravity has no e!ect on
growth, only on gravitational waves, while No Run Grav-
ity has no e!ect on gravitational waves, but enhances
growth.)
We demonstrate the clear leverage for distinguishing

FIG. 6. As Fig. 4 but for Only Growth Gravity, with model
parameters cM = 0.01, at = 0.5, ! = 1. Note that the
early time, and sustained, weakening of Gmatter as seen in
Fig. 3 have a strong e!ect to suppress growth. This indicates
that even small values of cM can have an observable e!ect
on growth, though then the e!ect on gravitational waves be-
comes negligible.

the classes of gravity by defining a new statistic,

DG(a) =
dMG
L,GW/dGR

L

f!MG
8 /f!GR

8

. (20)

In general relativity this is simply a constant with value
unity for all a. However each of the classes of modified
gravity we discussed will not only show in the DG statis-
tic deviations from unity (testing general relativity), but
have a distinct shape with redshift. While scaling cM
will change the amplitude, it will not mix the shapes.
Figure 7 illustrates that indeed the di!erent models are
highly distinct in the DG statistic.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We assessed in a systematic way limits of modified
gravity in terms of property functions and observational
functions, including introducing three new classes of
modified gravity. Such limits are simpler than the full
freedom of gravity theories but are more predictive, and
display clear signatures that observations can use to test
general relativity and distinguish between theory classes.
For the three new theories – Only Run Gravity, Only

Growth Gravity, and Only Light Gravity – we compute
the key functions of the gravitational strengths for cosmic
growth and for light deflection, Gmatter and Glight, and

Linder 2003.10453
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Joint Analysis to Test GR

Quantify the conjoined information on GR deviation:

6

FIG. 5. As Fig. 4 but for Only Run Gravity, with model
parameters cM = 0.1, at = 0.5, ! = 1.5. Relatively large
values of cM still give viable results for growth, allowing for
strong e!ects on gravitational waves.

together.
Figure 6 shows the growth and gravitational wave

quantities for Only Growth Gravity. This has a third, dis-
tinct behavior for the relation between growth and grav-
itational waves. Due to the rapid suppression of Gmatter

at early times, the growth gets o! to a slow start, and
the continued weakness of gravity does not allow it to
recover, giving a strongly suppressed growth rate in the
observational epoch. This requires a small value of cM
for viability, which substantially reduces the signature
of deviation in gravitational waves. However this does
mean that cosmic growth measurements can probe much
smaller cM values than the other models discussed.
Thus we have seen that cosmic growth rate measure-

ments through redshift space distortions and gravita-
tional wave luminosity distance measurements through
standard sirens have great complementarity. The three
models we discussed in this section have distinct signa-
tures in each, with predictions for their respective red-
shift dependences. Measurements through both probes
could not only test general relativity but distinguish be-
tween these classes of gravity models: No Slip Grav-
ity gives discernible deviations in each, Only Run Grav-
ity has a larger e!ect on gravitational waves, and Only
Growth Gravity has a larger e!ect on the cosmic growth
rate. (And of course Only Light Gravity has no e!ect on
growth, only on gravitational waves, while No Run Grav-
ity has no e!ect on gravitational waves, but enhances
growth.)
We demonstrate the clear leverage for distinguishing

FIG. 6. As Fig. 4 but for Only Growth Gravity, with model
parameters cM = 0.01, at = 0.5, ! = 1. Note that the
early time, and sustained, weakening of Gmatter as seen in
Fig. 3 have a strong e!ect to suppress growth. This indicates
that even small values of cM can have an observable e!ect
on growth, though then the e!ect on gravitational waves be-
comes negligible.

the classes of gravity by defining a new statistic,

DG(a) =
dMG
L,GW/dGR

L

f!MG
8 /f!GR

8

. (20)

In general relativity this is simply a constant with value
unity for all a. However each of the classes of modified
gravity we discussed will not only show in the DG statis-
tic deviations from unity (testing general relativity), but
have a distinct shape with redshift. While scaling cM
will change the amplitude, it will not mix the shapes.
Figure 7 illustrates that indeed the di!erent models are
highly distinct in the DG statistic.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We assessed in a systematic way limits of modified
gravity in terms of property functions and observational
functions, including introducing three new classes of
modified gravity. Such limits are simpler than the full
freedom of gravity theories but are more predictive, and
display clear signatures that observations can use to test
general relativity and distinguish between theory classes.
For the three new theories – Only Run Gravity, Only

Growth Gravity, and Only Light Gravity – we compute
the key functions of the gravitational strengths for cosmic
growth and for light deflection, Gmatter and Glight, and

For GR this is 1 for all z. 
For MG model it has a  
specific redshift 
dependence predicted. 

7

FIG. 7. The new DG statistic, using the complementarity
of the gravitational wave luminosity distance dL,GW and the
cosmic matter growth rate f!8, can clearly distinguish di!er-
ent classes of gravity. Each class has a distinct shape in its
redshift dependence DG(a). General relativity has constant
DG = 1.

the gravitational slip !̄ and scalar perturbation sound
speed squared c2s. Interestingly, Only Run Gravity pro-
vides a definite demonstration that the deviations from
general relativity Gmatter ! 1 and Glight ! 1 for matter
and light can have opposite signs, which has been a topic
of conjecture. These theories can also provide suppressed
matter growth, in contrast to many scalar-tensor theories
and in some accord with observations.
In addition to solving for the evolution of these key

functions, we also calculate two observational quantities.
One is f"8, the cosmic growth rate for large scale struc-
ture perturbations, measurable through redshift space
distortions in galaxy surveys such as DESI [38]. The

other is the luminosity distance to gravitational wave
standard siren events, dL,GW, which can di!er from the
photon luminosity distance to standard candles such as
Type Ia supernovae, despite a gravitational wave propa-
gation speed equal to the speed of light.

Conjoined analysis of the two observables, f"8 and
dL,GW, as introduced by [22], is highly insightful. For
one thing, they o!er a critical crosscheck for systematic
control. As well, there is a diversity of behaviors between
the classes of gravity in the magnitude of deviations in
one vs the other, and predictive power in the specific
redshift dependence between the two. This enables even
low signal to noise measurements at individual redshifts
to combine to give significant evidence to test general rel-
ativity and distinguish classes of gravity. We defined a
new statistic DG to use for the conjoined analysis of the
two probes, illustrating that it has distinct redshift de-
pendence for di!erent classes. Future measurements will
demonstrate the strong complementarity of these probes.
Other combinations of gravitational wave and large scale
structure information are discussed in, e.g., [39, 40].

There is still much to understand about modified grav-
ity, especially if one starts furthest from the observations
with the Gi(#, X) functions in the Horndeski lagrangian.
The relation between these functions exhibited by, e.g.,
Only Run Gravity and No Slip Gravity may provide some
direction to future investigations, but here we focused
on quantities closer to the observations. The approach
of Limited Modified Gravity gives a framework that is
tractable, predictive, and yet with a range of important
characteristics that can yield insights when confronted
with forthcoming data.
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A New History

Probing the gravity history of the universe through 
the running of the Planck mass, using both GW and 
large scale structure, is an exciting prospect! 

Is gravity the same at all cosmic times? 

• Joint analysis DG: GW vs growth – predictive. 

• Important crosscheck for systematics. 

A beautiful example of multimessenger cosmology 
working together. 
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Multi-Time Cosmology

Another new window on the cosmological 
framework is in time.

Real-time Cosmology – Quercellini, Amendola, Balbi, Cabella, Quartin
arXiv:1011.2646

Measuring Space-time Geometry over the Ages – Stebbins  
arXiv:1205.4201

Real-time Cosmology with High Precision Spectroscopy and 
Astrometry – Snowmass  arXiv:2203.05924

Redshift drift ż was proposed by McVittie and 
Sandage in 1962. It measures cosmic acceleration 
directly. It is now within reach technologically! 
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Redshift Drift + CMB

If redshift drift ż can be measured, it has powerful 
complementarity with CMB.

3

FIG. 1. Constraints at 1! on dark energy w0 and
wa, and their joint figure of merit (FOM), are

plotted vs central redshift for experiments con-
sisting of five measurements of redshift drift at
1% precision. CMB constraints are included in

(only) the FOMCMB curve; note it is shown di-
vided by 1000 (i.e. the maximum is 1400), rather
than 100 like the FOM curve without CMB.

this is independent of all other Stage 4 dark energy experiments such as LSST and DESI,
o!ering not only a factor of 3 gain over them in isolation, and an independent crosscheck,
but further gains from combination of all data together. Furthermore note that the emission
line galaxies to be targeted are useful in themselves to the DESI and LSST surveys. Even
diluting to a 5% redshift drift precision provides a roughly equal crosscheck to a Stage 4
experiment. Moreover, an improved measurement of the Hubble constant to 1.4% precision
can increase the FOM to 2300, showing further synergy in 2020s science goals.

By contrast, surveys aiming at z > 2 are near pessimal. They are aiming at simple
detection, but have little leverage on dark energy at such high redshift. This is the strategy
followed by the CODEX spectrograph proposed for the European Extremely Large Telescope
(EELT). By using many Lyman-! lines in quasar absorption spectra they hope to reduce the
requirements on measurement precision. However, this drives them to very high resolution
(R > 120, 000) and a poor redshift range, as well as laying them open to astrophysical
systematics from gas velocities and varying ionizing radiation field.

Thus the optimal low redshift range is ripe for US endeavors. Again, this is optimal not
only for dark energy properties but in testing the FLRW framework against, e.g. void models
or inhomogeneous universes such as Lemâıtre-Tolman-Bondi or Szekeres models that give
the mirage of acceleration without true dynamics.

A further breakthrough involves the use of emission line surveys focusing on the forbidden
OII doublet. While redshift (and redshift drift) a!ects the frequency of a line, it equally
a!ects the spacing between lines. Thus we can turn an absolute measurement into a di!er-
ential measurement of the spacing between well known doublet lines whose properties are
determined by atomic physics. Emission line surveys using OII are standard workhorses of
cosmology, used in the BOSS, eBOSS, and DESI surveys, and need only spectrographs of
modest resolution R ! 5000.

Galaxies have spatial structure with internal dynamics. Integral Field Unit (IFU) spec-
troscopy can provide spatial resolution, not only to distinguish between bulk and internal
velocity evolution, but also to take advantage of the multiple spatially-resolved measure-
ments of a line, each of which is narrower than the line when spatially-unresolved.

Leverage ranges from 
independent crosscheck 
to 3x above Stage 4.

Optimal range z<0.5. 

Need lots of photons, 
e.g. ELTs. 
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High Accuracy Spectroscopy

Externally Dispersed Interferometry (EDI) puts an 
interferometer before the spectrograph. 

Crossfading (adjustment of EDI delays) cancels 
λ drift and other systematics. 

Erskine+ 1903.05656 
Astro2020 white paper

Spectral feature

Moire

Ph
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e
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e

Higher delay comb

Lower delay comb

Wavelength

DualComb3.ezdraw  2/20/19

These Moire patterns have opposite slopes 
for high and low delay interferometers

The same technology enables
• Earth mass exoplanet detection 

from radial velocities 

• Milky Way structure mapping 
through stellar accelerations 

• Dark matter properties through 
Milky Way gravity mapping 
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Demonstrated in lab and on sky!

Also being used for Keck 
Planet Finder.

Demonstrated 1000x 
improvement in λ (i.e. ż) 
stability.

Erskine  SPIE 2022
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Summary

Spacetime friction can be probed by GW. 
A new window on gravity.

Deviation in either GW or growth predicts the other. 
Important clue, and crosscheck on systematics.

Is gravity the same at all cosmic times? 

• Joint analysis DG: GW vs growth – predictive. 

Real-time cosmology – redshift drift ż – is becoming 
doable, 60 years after McVittie and Sandage. 
• Optimal range z<0.5, but many photons (ELT).

• EDI already achieves >1000x gain in performance. 


